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rown’s budget may cause $ 1 6 fee increase
By Terry LaPorte
arply higher student fees or
ent services reductions are in store
v Brown carries through with a
tened $6 million cut.
es for materials and services could
a whopping 11 per cent or $16 for
line students in 1975-76. The fee
would cover a $6 million cut Gov.
has planned for student services
e state university system.
own announced he will scratch $2.5
on in institutional supplies, $1.2
’on for increased personnel in
cial aids offices and $2.8 million in
Ty increases for student services
nnel from next year’s budget.
e governor had cut the state aid for
tutional supplies and financial aid
onnel in his original budget
sed in January.
own then announced last week that
, would agree with Legislative
ilyst A. Alan Post’s recomidation to blue pencil the salary
’eases.
he financial aids and salary cuts are
increased money requests over
Yet because of inflation, the
ntaining of funds means there will
a real depreciation of money
cation for the two areas.
he figures were expected to go even
ier due to inflation, according to Joe
lobbyist for the California State

University and Colleges Student
Presidents Association (CSUCSPAI.
Other programs endangered by
Brown’s action include counseling,
health services, and testing and
placement centers.
The possible fee increases would
come in addition to a $4 increase this
semester.
Students now pay $72 each semester
for materials and services. That figure
would go to $80 per semester, or $160 a
year, according to Hay.
Hay said the alternative to raising
fees would be to cut some student
services programs.
The lobbyist expressed bitterness
with Brown’s action.
"Jerry Brown is screwing us and
trying to act nice at the same time."
Hay said there could be a legal
problem in raising student fees.
"Brown has set a budgetary policy
that the services money will not be
reimbursed. In other words, he is
saying the programs will be cut out,"
Hay said.
"When there is reimbursement
required, the money has to be raised.
But we don’t know if we can raise fees
legally if there is no call for reimbursement," Hay said.
One factor that could partially solve
the problem is $950,000 the Chancellor’s
office saved because of AB 3116.

AB 3116 had provided state funding
for instructionally related activities
i IRA through June 30, 1975.
Brown announced Friday he will drop
state funding for IRA in his 1975.76
budget.
But that $950 certainly won’t cover
the services costs."
The chancellor’s office faces additional problems because it is not
definite the governor will stick with his
budget decisions.
Hay said Brown could change his
mind and decide to restore the money.
"But in the meantime the chancellor
has to make his budget for the system,"
Hay said.
Hay said his personal opinion was
that Brown would not change his mind.
"I don’t think we’ll get the money
back in. We’ll try our best, but the
governor is committed to not raise
taxes," Hay said.
He said the student presidents had
already met with Brown in January to
discuss student services.
We told him, ’You talked about no
tuition increases in your campaign...If
you cut student services, we’ll have to
pick up the costs.’ "
Hay said Brown’s reaction was
"sympathetic."
The lobbyist said he will work with
the state legislature to put the student
services money into the budget.

-1 expect the legislature will put the
heat on Brown by including the money
in the budget, but the final decision is
the governor’s"
"Governor Brown has turned out to
be more fiscally conservative than
Reagan ever was," Hay said.

Hay called Brown’s reasoning in
making the cuts "falacious.
"The governor did not have adequate
insight when he made the cuts. They
just are not rational," Hay said.
Hay added the final decision by the
board of trustees on raising fees would

Econ profs seeking court order
to reinstate denied voting rights
By Ray Manley
A request for a writ of mandate to
restore the voting rights of the
Economics Department faculty was
filed Friday in Santa Clara Superior
Court.
Sheldon Greene, attorney for the four
professors
tenured
economics
challenging SJSU President Bunzel’s
disfranchisement of the department
faculty, said the writ of mandate
results from a lawsuit originally filed
last November.
Greene explained that a writ of
mandate is sought to "get a public
official to do something." He said if the
judge issues the writ of mandate,
Bunzel would have to restore the voting

rights of the economics faculty.
A hearing for the writ is set for Feb.
26, Gre,:ne said.
The lawsuit filed in November
charged:
Bunzel exceeded his authority by
disfranchising
the
Economics
Department faculty.
The disfranchisement violated
faculty members’ rights to due process.
Bunzel ignored a faculty vote of
11-7 nominating Martin Primack,
associate professor of economics, for
department chairman and appointed
James Willis instead.
Bunzel has ignored personnel and
promotions recommendations from the
Economics Department faculty.

leathers say he usurped their power

Rico blasted at program board meet
.S. President John Rico was
rply criticized yesterday by the A.S.
gram commission for giving the
mission’s chairwoman the right to
Ice contracts without the group’s
royal.
rico came under attack during the
aission’s first spring semester
(ding. He was accused of unmining the power of the commission
chedule A.S.-sponsored forums and
!rtainment.
he meeting erupted into a shouting
Leh as the commission debated two
:ions to denounce Rico’s actions and
withdraw commission support from
grams already planned.
representatives from several
apus organizations said Rico had
rped the commission’s authority in
er to promote the upcoming A.S.
irendum on student body fees.
rotesting students referred to a
rno, sent by Rico to commission
mbers last January, in which Rico
tented the commission’s alleged
villingness to schedule "visible,
ractive programs for our fee
intenance campaign in February."
that memo Rico told commission
mbers he had given Briding Newell,
gram commission chairwoman, the
hority to book groups by polling

commission members by phone. If that
could
Newell
work,
fails to
"unilaterally contract herself,- Rico
said.
Rico said that he sent the memo after
the commission "not responded" to his
request in November to schedule
programs in February to make the A.S.
visible before the referendum.
Newell said she scheduled a commission meeting for the morning of
February 3 after receiving Rico’s
memo. She contacted the members by
phone over the weekend prior to the
meeting.
Commission member Suzanne
Allyaud complained this call came to
her at 10 p.m. Sunday. Allyaud said she
wasn’t going to go to a meeting with
only 10 hours advance notice.
Two commission members, La
Donna Yumori and Jim Heidelrnan,
attended that morning meeting. Newell
claims to have informed Yumori and
Heidelman at that time and asked for
definite committments by them to help
establish February programs.
Newell said she got no definite answer from them so she took it upon
herself to schedule the programs.
Contracts were drawn up for speaker
Flo Kennedy, jazz poet Jim Marks, the
Black Theatre Workshop, a dance in the

John Rico

Briding Newell

SJSU dining commons ( co-sponsored
by the Resident Hall Activity Council),
a series of five concerts performed in
the S.U. pad, and a guitarist also to
perform in the S.U.
Total cost of the programs is $3,775.
This does not include another $200 to
$300 dollars in miscellaneous expenses
according to Newell.
Representatives of the Organization
of Arab Students, Iranian Students

Association, Economic Students
Association, and the Social Awareness
Series filled the council chambers for
the morning meeting.
Drew Adams of the Social Awareness
Series read a letter to the group that
would be sent to the Daily. In the letter
he charged Rico with "Bunzel-like"
tactics in dealing with the Program
Commission. The letter was co-signed
by various campus organizations and

several A.S. councilmen.
After one and a half hours of debate
the commission proposed a motion
denouncing Rico’s actions and not
supporting the planned programs.
Newell called the action futile, and at
first refused to recognize the motion.
She said that since contracts had
already been made with the different
parties they could not be broken.
Several members of the audience
called the contracts illegal. Stephanie
Dean, A.S. Treasurer, said that she
checked with A.S. lawyers and, according to Act 50 which establishes the
Program Commission and its duties,
Rico was acting within legal bounds to
have Newell schedule events without
commission approval.
It was at this point that Allyaud tried
to take control of the meeting and asked
for a vote on the proposed motion.
Newell regained the chair and said
she would accept the motion if it were
broken up into two motions. This would
allow the motion to be voted on
separately by the two boards making
up the entire commission. The commission is made up by the entertainment board and the forum
board.
passed
were
motions
Both
unanimously.

)pen file plan being prepared for Dumke
4111111ƒ0

Don A. Sparks

PENI NG SOONStudents will soon have access to their previously confidenal files. A new federal law requires schools to allow students to look into the
ark recesses. Susan Wright of the registrar’s office takes a peek.

By Tom Lee
SJSU administrators are preparing
their report for the chancellor’s approval on how they will comply with a
law giving students access to university
records being kept on them.
The report is the result of an
amendment to the Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974 by Sen. James
Buckley, R-N.Y., that makes it mandatory for schools to allow students to
inspect files being kept on them.
Schools not complying with the law
face the loss of federal funds.
Files covered by the legislation included admissions records, career
planning and placement records,
university controller’s records and
disciplinary records.
Records exempted from the bill by a
subsequent addition to the ammendment include health center files,
psychological files, and parents’
financial statements, according to
Robert Martin, dean of student services
and a member of a task force preparing
the report.
The procedure that SJSU will submit
for California State University and
Colleges Chancellor Glenn Durnke’s
approval provides that:
Students wishing to see files in a
particular department must fill out a
request form ( admissions records will
be exempted from this).
SJSU will provide Dumke with a
list of university personnel who will be
handling student files or have access to
them.

come either at their May or July
meeting if Brown sticks with his budget
cuts.
Dr. Phil Johnston of the chancellor’s
student affairs office said, "It would be
premature to comment until the exact
figures are definite."

Although students will be permitted
All departments affected by the
Buckley ammendment will be required to inspect only their own files, said
Martin, there is a provision which
to post a copy of the law.
Admissions records are exempted allows the university to release
from the written request provision, "directory information."
according to Clyde Brewer, director of
Martin said directory information
admissions, because those files have includes name, address, phone number
always been open to student inspection. and similar information.
While there is an overall policy for
the university, there also are some
provisions unique to certain departments, according to F.dward Clements,
director of career planning and
placement.
Clements said because he is trying to
"make access ( to files) as informal as
possible," the written request may be
waived in some cases.
He added when job evaluations and
MADERA
( APILocal
recommendations are solicited on a
residents would be glad to pay the
student, a cover letter will be included
Hell’s Angels $1,000 to spend
saying that these comments will be
Memorial Day somewhere else, a
open to the students inspection.
county supervisor feels.
Brewer said that because he does not
The notorious motorcycle
have the staff to sit down with each
group conducts an excursion to
student who wants to inspect his adBass Lake in the Sierra Nevada
missions records, the records will be
foothills each Memorial Day, and
placed under glass in a special window
county officials annually make
in the registrar’s office.
plans to increase law enThis will allow students to inspect the
forcement patrols to keep them in
files but will prevent alteration of the
line.
records, said Brewer.
U.S. Forest Service officials
There is an additional provision in the
advised the supervisors this week
policy for students who wish to waive
that the Hell’s Angels have a
the right to see their files, said Martin.
right to visit the National forest
Once a student has waived that right in
land so long as they obey rules.
a particular department, he will not
have access to those files, Martin added.

Locals reject
Hell’s Angels

Named as defendants in the suit are
President John Bunzel, James Sawrey,
dean of the School of Social Sciences;
Robert Sasseen, dean of the faculty;
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns; and Chancellor Glenn Dumke.
Plaintiffs in the suit are Donald
Garnet, Turley Mings, and Marvin Lee,
professors of economics; and Martin
Primack, associate professor of
economics.
The suit is being funded by United
Professors of California.
Willis said he had no comment to
make on the lawsuit except, "It’s in the
courts and the courts will decide."
Mings said Greene has researched
the law and history of faculty participation in department governance.
"The faculty is entitled by law and by
decisions made by the trustees to
participate in the decision -making
process in academic affairs," Mings
said.
Greene said he will be on campus to
get depositions from faculty members
who have been involved in investigations into the Economics
Department.
Mings claimed the loss of rights in the
Economics Department has been a
great loss to students and faculty.
If the suit restores the department’s
rights before the semester is over it will
"save any further damaging decisionmaking," Mings said.
Greene said if the Superior Court
doesn’t restore the faculty’s rights they
would appeal the decision.
Bunzel stripped the Economics
Department faculty of all rights to selfgovernance last September citing
"severe internal difficulties" and
appointed the executive committee to
manage the department.
Willis is the only member of the
Economics Department on the
executive committee. The other
members are professors from the
departments of history, environmental
studies, speech communication,
psychology and biological sciences.

CIA admits it
used police ID
in leak probes
WASHINGTON ( APISuburban
police and the Central Intelligence
Agency acknowledged yesterday that
the police provided the CIA with police
credentials in connection with an investigation into security leaks.
Police Chief Richard A. King of
Fairfax County, Va., told a news
conference that ten police badges with
accompanying identification were
loaned to the CIA by the police
department in April 1972.
County executive Robert W. Wilson
said the loan was of questionable
legality.
Meanwhile, the Washington Post
reported the Justice Department is
examining congressional testimony by
former CIA Director Richard M. Helms
to determine whether he committed
perjury.
Helms has said he should have been
more extensive in testimony to a Senate
committee two years ago about CIA
activities in Chile.
The newspaper quoted an informed
source as saying the scope of the
examination for possible perjury is
" exhaustive."
At the news conference, King said the
police credentials were requested by an
unnamed CIA official who claimed they
were needed for reasons of "national
security" but provided no details.
An agency spokesman said the
credentials were needed "in connection
with an investigation of unauthorized
disclosure of classified information."
Both King and the CIA spokesman
said the credentials were never used.
"They just sat here in a safe," the
agency spokesman said.
King said the badges and cards were
returned to the police a year later.
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Worth of life insurance policies
under consideration and criticis
By Sandi Taylor
Is life insurance a rip-off? Opinions
vary. The most inflexible opponents of
life insurance usually display a marked
ignorance of the subject when asked to
compare life insurance to savings
accounts or stock-investment portfolios.
On the other hand, thoss insurance
proponents who insist that life insurance is the best buy since Alaska
often overlook its real drawbacks.

letters
Arab responds to critical letter;
American system re-examined
Editor:
I am writing this letter in response to
Tuesday’s letter, "Behavior of Arabs
lambasted."
It is not surprising for our host L.
Amkraut to utilize the way he knows
best to scold us Persian and Arab
students. How can I be surprised when I
see the type of education he receives
from the brain-washing institutions
which are supplied to him by this
system capitalism.
I believe the type of education
students get will sooner or later reflect
on society. Also it seems to me that the

administration of SJSU believes that
and is waging a ferocious attack on
young educators, parti( Warily the
economists, because they look at the
world from a different point of view.
And even if we did "travel half way
around the world" we were as deceived
as you have been by the "affluent
society""the land of freedom and
opportunities" and some of us were
unable to obtain a higher education
because of poverty and political
repression.
This is a direct consequence of U.S.
imperialism, or total rip-off of our

S.J. councilman likes
present A.S. fee level
Editor:
The referendum this February 24-25,
regarding the Associated Students fee
is a very important election. It will
determine whether the Associated
Students will continue to improve its
effectiveness in meeting student needs
or be cut back and severely limited.
The Association has represented
student interests well to the City of San
Jose in an effort to improve the quality
of student life and the community. It
would indeed by unfortunate to lose this
vital input to the City on issues that
affect students.
Though a reduction of any kind in fees
seems appealing in these economic
times, the loss of important programs,

that would occur is not worth the 910.00
a year you would save.
Unfortunately, many students think it
is the University that provides these
services to the students and do not
rezlize that many of the important
campus programs and services are
funded by the Associated Students.
I urge you to take a hard look at what
the Associated Students provides you
each year and consider whether you
and other students could really afford
to lose them. I hope you will agree that
the Associated Students fee should be
maintained at its current level and will
vote "yes" on February 24-25, 1975.
Jim Self
S.J. City Councilman

Friendly fascism rapped;
smiling Nazi is still Nazi
Editor:
According to O.W. Markeley of the
I love Orientals, and women ei,en Stanford Research Institute, we are
Chu-if
one
is
Betty
to
But
trust
more!
entering a new authoritarian phase in
your reportsmakes gentle feelings which the state with its administrators
Impossible.
will be in absolute control. He referred
to that condition as one of "friendly
fascism."

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages your
comments Best read letters are short r 230
words I and to the point
Letters may be submitted at the Daily
office I IC 20111 between yam and S m
Monday through Friday or by mail
ihe Daily reservers the right to edit for
length, style, or libel
All letters must include author’s
signature, maw, address, and phone
number

I know whose place Ms. C’hu has taken.
Tne disregard her work shows toward
humanity may well be indicative of the
general trend. But no matter how you
look at it, a Nazi with a smile is still a
Nazi... and even if he loved us when
we’re sixty-four!

Conrad Borovski
Assoc. Prof. Foreign Languages

I

national economic resources.
But unfortunately, Amkraut did not
learn that in school because these
teachings oppose the existing
"paradigm" and if anyone teaches a
new "paradigm" then he soon joins the
reserve army of the unemployed.
But when we see that poverty
replaces affluence and
oppression
replaces freedom, then we should stop
for a moment and think.
And what we find is a disaster. Our
systemsyours and oursare similar
to a degree. Oppressors versus oppressed.
Amkraut also gives us more credit
than we deserve.
We are only nationalists, young
fellow, and the highest degree we hope
to achieve is Marxism-Leninism.
Because, my dear fellow, it is the only
way to rid ourselves of that spectre
haunting uscapitalist exploitation.
And you, my dear Amkraut, yes even
you, should try it so you may meet God,
someday, with a clear conscience.
Mohammad Saleh
Graduate Student, Economies

Originally, life insurance provided
for the payment of a specific sum to a
spcific person, upon the death of the
insured. That is, if all the terms and
conditions of the contract had been
complied with.
But many of today’s policies make it
possible for the insured to also benefit
from a life insurance policy because of
its "cash or loan" value or "endowment" clauses.
Consequently, most of today’s life
insurance programs claim to be
investment
"future
security
programs," qupposedly designed to do
much more than merely pay deathrelated expenses.
According to insurance firms, life
insurance can provide retirement
income, pay for your children’s
education and offer a convenient tax
shelter.
Those against life insurance offer a
number of reasons for not wanting
insurance and their reasons are convincing. Insurance companies take
your premiums and invest them for

comment

because the premiums are paid for
specified period of time. At the end
Ii
the period the face value of the policy
paid to the insured.

their profit. The return rate on your
money, if any, is much lower than a
bank interest rate. Some unscrupulous
companies have sold policies with
obscure clauses that pay off only if you
are killed by a camel stampede in
Brooklyn on Sunday.

If the insured should die before It
end of the specified period, the fa(
value of the policy is paid to th
beneficiary. The major advantage of a
endowment policy is that it represents
forced method of saving.

(

The odds are in the insurance companies’ favor or they wouldn’t take the
risk. You have to die to collect, so you
never personally reap the values of
some policies.
People have paid policies all their
lives and lost their money when they let
the policy lapse. Creditors sometimes
can, and have, benefited from insurance policies more than the insured
one’s family.
To avoid surrendering your policy
and losing all future benefits, you may
obtain a loan equal it its cash value.
Your policy acts as collateral, and the
insurance company will extend such a
loan providing that you agree to pay
interest on the money.
But, until you repay the loan, the sum
due your beneficiary will be that much
smaller.
If your policy is $10,000 and you
borrow $3,000 of the cash value, your
beneficiary cannot receive more than
$7,000 until the loan is fully paid.
An endowment policy is the most
expensive of the three basic policies

Prison murder trial gets
women’s center attention
Editor:
A few years ago when I ran away
from home, was caught and placed in
the adult white women’s cell of the
Mobile County Jail.
I can never forget what ’I saw
there, nor can I forget particularly the
jailer who came in the middle of the
night, took a 21 -year-old woman dope
addict out of the cell and gave her an
arm full of heroin in exchange for the
use of her body there in the corridor
outside the cell.
Because my family was middle-class
and would have raised hell, I never had
to worry too much about the guards, but
I saw what the others faced.
All this leads up to the fact that a 20year-old balck woman, Joanna Little, is
now on trial for her life in Raleigh,
North Carolina, for the murder of a
white jailer who had entered her cell
and raped her.
All evidence clearly shows Ms. Little
acted in self-defense: the guard’s shoes
were outside the cell in the hall, he died

naked from the waist down, the medical
examiner found clear evidence of
recent sexual activity by the jailer, the
ice-pick used as the murder weapon
was usually kept in the jailer’s desk,
but was found in his hand.
Julian Bond and the Southern
Poverty Law Center in Montgomery,
Alabama have taken on the task of
raising funds for Ms. Little’s defense.
Her trial is only a few weeks away, and
her chances of it being a "fair" trial are
almost nil.
The San Jose State Women’s Center,
Bldg. V., 177 South 10th Street, San
Jose, plans to act as a clearing house
for collecting funds for Joanna Little’s
defense, and for future information on
the case.
If you care about simple human
justice, and want to do something to
help, please give anything you can to
help Ms. Little’s lawyers hire a
criminologist and other expert help for
her case.
Judith Swartz
Senior, American Studies

The age and health of the individui
seeking life insurance are the factor
most cited. The cost of life insuranc,
increases in direct proportion to the agv
of the individual seeking insurance. t
If you do want life insurance there
coverage that you can afford. Even
you have only 50 cents a week, as1
about the cheaper term policiet
Determine for yourself the typo.
amount and provisions of the life ill
surance policy suited to your needs. 1
the salesman doesn’t mention the typ
of policy that interests you, then ask fog
it and do not be sidetracked!

Christians
never had
a chance
By Tom Lee
The massive crowd that filled th
colisium was going wild. Every ey
there was focused on the arena belo
and every mouth was shouting suppo
for one of the participants in the co
test.
The close score was indicative of th
prevailing excitement. Lions-three
Christians-two and the next match wa.
the main event.

(

comment

Three reluctant gladiators hac
already met defeat at the jaws of thr
most feared of all lions: El Chancellor
Socialus Scientus, Liberalus Studius
and Vocationus Maximus had all bee
ripped to pieces and forgotten.
Only Engineeracles and Busine
Maximus had stayed in the arena wit
El Chancellor for the allotted time an
come out relatively unharmed.
But now, the crowd’s excitement wa
reaching hysteria. Bets were being
made by the thousands and the spectators were getting edgy.
It was time for the grudge match
everyone had been waiting for. El
Chancellor was going to take on not one
Christian, but two.
A hush fell over the colisium as the
guards brought Humanitees and Arius
into the arena. Perhaps, they thought,
the two of them might be able to surviv
the viscous attack of El Chancellor!
Suddenly, the door of the great
beast’s cage opened. Casually, E
Chancellor walked to the center of the
arena and tore the two Christians t
shreds...
And it was on that very day in 476
A.D. that Rome fell. But nobody noticed
until the rest of the games were over.
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Itudent’s interest in diving
indampened by near tragedy
By Bob Agee
ist Oct. 2, Kevin Safford
unconscious at the
pin of the SJSU swimg Pool.
)how students John King
Rich Alter, and Physical
cation instructor Lee
ton saw Satford, pulled
out and administered
ith-to-mouth resuscitn and external heart
;sage while they waited
, a fire department
-rgency crew to arrive.
hen the ambulance
ved, Safford was taken to
Jose Hospital and placed
tensive care. His doctors
e afraid he would suffer
jnanent brain damage.
I don’t really remember
’ch," Safford said in
ence to the accident. He
taking a class in

beginning scuba dieing and
after class was practicing
swimming underwater with
flippers, facernask and
snorkle.
"I guess I just passed
Safford said. Since it hdppended in the shallow end of
the pool, it took awhile
before anyone noticed
something was wrong.
Robert A. Titchenal,
professor
of
physical
education and one of Salford’s instructors, said, "I’m
sure it was a case of shallow
water black-out with a heart
stoppage."
Shallow water black -out
usually occurs as a result of
hyperventilation (breathing
deeply before holding one’s
breath), a process that
removes carbon dioxide
from the lungs and enables a

pUr.,111,
10,1ger

the le

,ild
hi

.,i

maise thc
. ,
I acherial said
It can Mropen to the best
people," he said. adding that
Safford is at
cYcellent
diver."
Titcherial said it was
impossible to tell haw long
unremained
Safford
his
conscious
bet ore
rescuers pulled him ,out.
What is certain is that if he
had been uoder...ater a feyy
minutes more. !,!,
!Live survive,: witlimity-ome
permanent in ain
Silt iris
As it was
doctors worked turicusly to
sove Inn, 11.511 Oh.
his Near drnty Mat.. I In Hail
gone into shack and his

ladneys were being overrked.
kiit, after it seemed that
ymuld survive, the main
-0. -ern remained that of
brain damage as a result of
oxygen deprivation.
When Safford came out of
intensive care several days
later he was given a series of
tests to determine if any
brain damage had occurred,
and if so, how extensive.
It was a brain-wave test
and it indicated Safford had
not suffered severe brain
damage. Later, Safford was
given I.Q. tests and the
results were compared to
previous scores.
The results were that I
was just the same," Safford
said
Safford spent a total of 10
days in the hospital, and to

tudents indifferent about faculty strikes
csolent io tlo
chaplet of Congress of Faculty
31 students questioned about the effects of collective
gaining, only four, "knew faculty strikes might be Assttitioii (1-it. said he believed the apathy was because
studentsiii tic goin. hc1ice they feel the effects of a strike.
sible."
One if the fnui students questioned who realized the
,Students better realize the effects pretty soon," A.S.
iIt
Fossil,! ’ins Is e: I
ollective bargaining commented
sident John Rico said. "Time’s running out."
ate legislators are currently considering legislation 1,11 the Is k it Student couvern.
Doti
taste, said, "The idea of a strike
h will determine the type of collective bargaining
is nothing new to inaiple- and people become calloused to the
ty members will have.
hy are students apathetic toward the collective idea k if a sink, aloctine them
-I Minh TI
;t thin,. to (in is to inform the students,"
gaining issue?
I .mumt to take sonie informing of people."
Ir. Richard Smith, chairman of natural sciences and Howe said

campus briefs

him, it was almost enjoyable.
"I think I had it easy
compared to them," Safford
said in reference to his
family.
Safford’s brother, who had
come home on emergency
leave from the military,
visited him one afternoon.
When he came back later in
the evening, Safford did not
remember seeing him
earlier.
"That was frustrating,"
Safford said. "I never
questioned why I was there...
it was very strange."
Safford has returned to
SJSU this spring as a junior,
majoring in social sciences.
He is also taking the
course in beginning scuba
diving again.
"It’s
not
to
prove
anything," he said, "I just
want to do it.

Three summer programs
in Africa are being planned
by the American Forum for
in
International Study
the
with
cooperation
University of Massachusetts
during July and August,
1975.
The courses will be conducted in a variety of
locations, including Kenya,
Tanzania, Nigeria, Ethopia.
Participants can earn up to
six units of credit for studies
in African culture, sociology
and ecology.
Costs of the programs
range from $1,550-$2,120, but
some scholarship assistance
is available.
For further information,
contact
the
American
Forum, 503 The Ardade,
Cleveland, Ohio, or call (216)
621-4949.
SIM

SJSU Ski Club plans its
fourth meeting tonight in the
Umunum Room of the
Student Union at 7:30 p.m.
Discussion is slated on the
Feb. 21-23, weekend ski trip.
A film on skiing is also
scheduled.
Applications are now
available for pilots who wish
to compete in the regional
air meet for the U.S.
Precision ’light team.
The national team will

’he California State
iversity and Colleges
rd of Trustees is conering allowing the sale of
toholic beverages on
:npuses and managers of
tees near campus that sell
Sr speculated on the effect
a positive decision.
ohn Foster, manager of
, Hodge Podge on third
eet, said students coinise about 50 per cent of his
siness.
’I think it (a beer bar) at
SU would definitely affect

Mike Castellano, manager
of ’Round The Cornet- on
William and 10th Streets,
said he also thought a beer
bar at SJSU would affect
business.
We sell a lot of beer,’ he
said, adding that restaurai its
around the SJSU campus
depend on student business.
said
one
Castellano
thought he had when he read
SJSU might be allowed to
sell beer was "the kind of
people it would draw." He
said he was concerned
non-students would be attracted by a beer bar at
SJSU.
The manager at Peanuts

on San Fernando Street; Ed
Kieffer, said he didn’t think a
beer bar at SJSU would
affect his business. This was
because the atmosphere at
Peanuts and its established
clientele, he ’explained
Two of his patrons agreed
with him.
Bob Hodges, a senior
majoring in psychology
interviewed at Peanuts said.
’ I wouldn’t stop coining
here." He added he might
als(T buy beer at. SJSU if it
were available.
"I spend itiost of my day
here Peanuts," conunented
Peter Parsons, a social
science graduate student. He
said he probably wouldn’t
stop going to Pear Its ’and
many of his friends spend

tune there also.
Peanuts was crowded at
3:30 p.m., while ’Round the
Corner at 2:30 p.m. and the
Hodge Podge at 3:00 p.m.
had only a few customers..

%parisai Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 193e
Second class postage paid at San
Jose, California Member of
California Newspaper Publishers
Associition and the Associated
Press Published daily by San Jose
State University, except Saturday.
Sunday and Monday. during the
college year The opinions CO
pressed herein are not necessarily
those of the Associated Students,
he College Administration or the
Department of Journalism and
Advertising SubScr Jot ions ac
cepteci only on a remainder of
semester basis Full academic
fear, $9 each Semester, Se 30 Off
campus price per copy. 10 cents
Phone 277 3111 Advertising 777
1171 Press of Erich Printing, San
10,Ie

standards
should
be
maintained because air
pollution is getting worse
With the projected increase in automobiles in the
near
future,
even
if
technological developments
reduce pollution
from
automobiles, this would
merely hold total automobile
emissions at their pres.ent.
level, he said.
It is certainly much
better to reduce the level to
the safest We can possibly
get it," remarked Reese.
".In general, air pollution
affects more sensitive parts
of the population, young kids
and old people," Mackay
said. "So the public health
costs are not going to be
borne by the people who
pollute it," he continued.
Air pollution has reportedly been linked to several
respiratory diseases and
What
possibly cancer.
worries him, however, are
those effects which have not
yet been identified.
Dr. Jack Stnolerisky,

David Long, a political
science graduate student,
said "There’s no real reason
why alcohol should be kept
off of Cal State campuses."
He charged the board of
trustees with attempting to

professai ot iii iii scieno., increase.’’
howocor. otter,
. However, Anthrop said he
ditforent otN o, lot
had sortie reservations about
inn! " making that statement. One
’ Clean aii
lie said, "but iii hay:, Iiibe might argue, he said, that
over the next few years at
,.
ttince
careful
,-;’,cial and least, air quality might
unrcasomahl
improve as some older cars
economic. hardships.which didn’t meet any
Sinaletisky Salil mider
standards are constantly
practical situa hiSs the -A.
replaced with new ones
eints.sion standard. should
which at least have exhaust
be readpistcy, lii111,1’1
emission controls.
-feasible level
Anthrop
said
auto
1)i
Donaid
Ant tirop,
have
manufacturers
chairman of tlie Environmanaged to reduce the
mental Stailles Department,
emission pollutants further
tric
was more l’il11,17111’,I
for the 1975 model cars and
air quality ie els on a
yet increase the gasoline
nateinyi
bat -mileage compared with the
A major deterioration of
1972-1974 model cars.
air ijuititiL i the cutter midwestern regions of Montana,
Wyoming and Utah would
result if ex tonsive -on) mines
were allw.ved 1 ii.,’,. 1d
those
111c ,
next !UV,
ite’
said
citt;

spartaguide )
THURSDAY
The Christian Science
Organization
will hold a
meeting at 7:30 in the
Memorial Chapel.
The Women Artists Group
will meet at 5 p.m. in Art 131.
Asian American Studies
presents "Zatoichi verses
the One Armed Swordsman"
and "Snowlady" at the
Camera One Theater, 366 S.
First St., at 7 p.m. today and
tomorrow, at 1:30 and 5:30
p.m. Saturday, and at 1:30
p.m. on Sunday. Cost to
Students is $1.50.
Campus Ambassadors will
hold a Bible study at 11:30
a.m, in the S.U. Guadalupe
room.
SJSU Ski Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. in the S.U.
Umunhum room. A ski
movie will be shown.
Gay Students Union will
meet in the S.U. Almaden
room at 8 p.m. Instructor
Clay Leine has been invited
to speak on "Sociology of
Homosexuality."
FRIDAY
SJSU Ski Club will hold a
Valentine’s Day party at 8

SCE THE SEA
TE

MMOVI
’42 Gwo mnuo ant.

The quarter after
you moved
out of the dorm,
it went co-ed.
You owe yourself an Oiy.

4

How
would
you
handle
this?
Josef Rosov just arrived in Israel
with no money
with no job

He needs your help.

legislate morality.
identification.
Long suggested that, along
Long, Bill Kauffold, a
identification psychology Senior, and Scott
an
with
that
a
customer
was
proving
’ Carss, and English junior,
21 years old, a SJSU beer bar agreed they would all buy
should require student their beer at SJSU possible.

The manager at the
Spartan House on Fourth
and San Carlos streets was
afTuesday
in
not
tehnoon. but three SJSU
students drinking beer there
said they would buy beer at
SJSU instead if it were
available.

Lower standards criticized
By Margaret Kam
The proposed lowering of
pollution standards has
en met with criticism at
SU.
"It’s so typical that they
economic
placing
e
lorities above basic health
nsiderations," commented
iul Reese, instructor of
vironmental studies, on
e proposal that the auto
nission standards be
layed.
Congress has proposed a
ve-year delay 11977-1981
odel years) in nationwide
itomobile emmission
andards to attain the goal
a 40 per cent increase in
ito fuel efficiency by the
80 model year.
Reese said trying to
aintain these emission
indards and to carry out
me of the environmental
not
ograms
would
,cessarily hinder the
onomy, at least not as
uch as auto industry
ople say.
Dr. Kenneth Mackay,
isistant
professor
of
the
said
eteorology,

CREATIVE LIFE EXPERIENCE OPPORTUNITY
We are seeking strong, emotionally mature individuals to act as
recruiters, and ultimately group leaders for a cooperative
pioneering community in Belize (British Honduras -Central
America). Must be willing to relocate and assume hardships
associated with primitive conditions. This is not a communal
project but is based on individual economic opportunity
through an intelligently applied management and development
program. A natural byproduct of this adventure will be
personal economic gain as well as a greater self-fulfillment and
understanding. Special consideration given to the following
talents and skills: Medical, Engineering, Construction, Forestry,
Agriculture, Fishery Management, Logging, Recreation,
Education, Anthropology, Sociology, Crafts, Botany,
Ichthyology, Peace Corps. Please send resume to Mr. G.
Christensen, P.O. Box 11994, Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Energy considered as important as degreet

with hope.

Beer lovers could flow to SJSU
us," he said, maybe pulling
30 per cent of his business.

Jerry Shreve at 277-2466.
The first weekly Asian
Studies bag lunch will be
held Feb. 19, at 12:30 p.m. in
the Asian Studies Center, SS
building no. 7.

with no apartment

Voulcl campus beer hurt local bars?

By Cheryl Downey
wo managers out of three
nearby establishments
ving liquor think a beer
7 on the SJSU campus
old affect their business.

travel to Sweden in August
for the world cup competition.
inApplications and
formation can be obtained
from aeronautics professor
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p.m. in the Corner Apartment recreation room.
SUNDAY
Hoots and Jams will meet
from 2 until 6 p.m. at 405 S.
eighth St. San Jose.
TUESDAY
Campus Ambauadors will
holds Bible Study at 10:30 in
the S.U. Pacheco room.

His courage to declare himself a Jew in the land of his
birth was rewarded by threats, harassment and loss of
his job. His determination has brought him to Israel.
He comes with a full heartlove for his People, and
the hope of beginning a new life ma land still
strange to him. What will you do to help him in his
struggle?
Keep the promise

Near the Reverend John
Grauel, Protestant Minister,
fighter in the Naganah and
volunteer crew member on the
Ship Exodus in 1947, and a
resident of Jerusalem,
speak on Israel.
Friday Feb. 14, 12:00 pm in the
Umunhum Room, Student Union.
Public invited
Send Contributions to
Israel Emergency Fund
Jewish Student Center
441 S. 10th St. S.J.

Why everybody’s
pretending they’re us.

There wa’st...’a4444;;M";...L----....
when the EARTH*
negative heel shoe
was the only shoe
of our cities.
iti the world with
shoe isn’t enough.
And the Earth
tile heel lower than And imitating the
outside of our shoe shoe is patented.
the toe. In those
That means it can’t
isn’t enough.
days the other
be copied without
Just because a
people who made
shoes just laughed shoe looks like the being changed. And
at us.
Earth" shoe doesn’t if it’s changed it just
Earth shoe
mean it works like isn’tSothe
But things have
to be sure
changed. And now the Earth shoe.
you’re getting the
It took many
that you love our
Earth brand shoe,
Earth brand shoes years to perfect the look on the sole for
Earth brand shoe.
so much, the shoe
the Earth tradeTo get the arch just mark and U.S.
companies have
right. To make the
stopped laughing
patent #3305947.
and started copying. toes wide, comfortYou’ll be glad
able and functional. you did.
But what they
don’t understand is To balance the
Shoes, sandals.
this. Merely lower- shoe. To mold the
sabots and boots for
sole in a special way men and women.
ing the heel of a
so that it will allow From $23.50 to
ryou to walk in a
$42.50.
natural rolling
*EARTH is a registered
motion. Gently and trademark of Kalso
Systemet. Inc.
easily, even on the
hard jarring cement 01974 Kalso Systemet, III(

Please ask about our discount shoes.
122 Stan ford Shopping Center Palo Alto
(415) 326-4600
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Track team loses star
By Nick Nasch
Millard
Hampton,
defending state high school
champion in the 220-yard
dash, has transferred from
SJSU to San Jose City
College under dubious circumstances.
"It was an obvious
deception," stated head
track coach Ernie Bullard of
Hampton’s transfer to City
College after attending SJSU
last semester.
Millard signed a national
letter of intent to SJSU last
spring after starring at San
Jose’s Silver Creek High
School.
Rule changed
When asked why Hampton
did not go to City College
directly from high school,
Bullard cited a past rule.
Previously there was a
rule in effect that, if an
athlete signed a letter of

Bullard will have to stand up
and be counted," stated the
Spartan coach in summing
up the incident.
While he said he does not
blame Hampton, Bullard
said he believes Hampton’s
transfer was not initiated by
the sprinter.
Neither Hampton nor
Poynter were available for
comments.
Hampton ran a 20.8 as a
high school senior and was
considered the best 220 man
in the nation among high
school prospects.
Hampton gave a display of
his ability in last spring’s
San Jose Invitational as he
won the high school 100-yard
and 220-yard dashes and
anchored Silver Creek’s
winning 440-yard relay team.
Hampton’s records
In the process he set San
Jose Invitational and Bud

Spartan Dail,

sports
intent with a four-year
school then went to a JC, he
could only transfer back to
the school with which he
signed earlier, Bullard
explained.
This rule is not in effect
anymore, the SJSU coach
stated.
Lending a cloud of intrigue
to Hampton’s transfer is the
fact that his high school
coach, Bobby Poynter, is
now a City College assistant
coach.
Additionally, City College

head coach Bert Bonanno
was formerly a Spartan
assistant and Poynter was a
sprinter at SJSU.
Bullard unhappy
"I felt he ( Hampton ) never
intended to stay here four
years," Bullard stated. "I
think he came here to clear
his letter of intent."
"We were deceived in the
whole incident," Bullard
said while declining to accuse anyone in particular of
any deception.
"Somewhere along the line

Hoyt, Lye pace
golfer’s triumph
Scott Hoyt made Spartan
golf coach Jerry Vroom very
happy about his transferring
from 1_1(’ Santa Barbara.

STUDENT
SPECIAL
S1.00 off with
ASB card

Studio
Theatre
adult entertainment
corner

1st and San Saivadore

Hoyt, a junior from
Woodside, was the top player
for the Gauchos last year.
But he transferred to SJSU
and carded an even par 71
Tuesday to lead his team to
the team title in the
University of California
Invitational.
The 6-foot-6 Hoyt had little
trouble with the Franklin
Canyon Golf Club layout in
Concord. He was ably
backed up by fellow junior
Don Thames, who had a 72.
SJSU’s team score of 292
just did edge out Stanford,
which had 294.

THE INTERLUDE SALOON
CORNER Ard I SANTA CLARA

PITCHER BEER

ICOCKTAILS

ANCHOR STEAM BEER
HAPPY HOUR FROM 4-6 PM
4 SUBMARINES FROM 95c
L FUN MUSIC POOL TV

MIDNIGHT LOVERS SPECIAL
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’S FOR
RENT

Special Sitifirtit 1?(IiVN
with I l.h. (:,’i’dii

$10.00 per month
377-2935

INSTRUCTIONAL CENTER IN GUADALAJARA. MEXICO
Summer, Fall, Winter & Sproul Quartets
SUMMER CURRICULUM (June
nderstanding Art
Photography I & II
Pottery. Glass Blowing,
Painting
Design Metal, Design Fabric
Mexican Civilization.
Folklore of Mexico
Indian Cultures
Comparative 1,aw

11- August 15, 19751
Peasant Societies
Mesoamerican PreHistory
Comparative Cultures
Guitar Instruction
1st & 2nd Year Spanish.
Intensive Spanish I 14 II
Sp. Am. Lit. 19th eti 20th
Cent ury
taught in Spanish

Workshop on Mexican Culture iJuly 18 August 151- series of
by experts on Mexican society & culture. current &
past. Participants. with students in the Mesoamerican
Pre History course, will take a 2 week field trip to the Yucatan
0, visit the archaelogiral sites of Teotihuacan. Tres Zapotes,
Palenciue,
Chirhen !tie. Monte Alban, Mitla, and will
also visit the Musuem cif Anthropology in Mexico City.
lectures

COST: Non Resident Tuition & Fees: Summer $189: Fall &
Spring $473: Winter $493; Housing wifamily SIN/month.
other cost extra.
CONTACT: International Programs. Central Washington
State College, Ellensburg, WA 98926. Phone 15091 963.3612.

overcome
hardships

Spartans title-bound?
By Dan Bertellotti
It seems like every PCAA
basketball game SJSU plays
now is a crucial one.
And at this point in the
season, it is.
Coach Ivan Guevara’s
cagers travel to San Diego
State for a rematch with the
rugged Aztecs on their
Peterson Gym floor tonight
at 8.
The Spartans have a
chance to win the PCAA and
represent the league in the
NCAA Western Regionals
March 20-22 in Portland.
SJSU is presently 16-8
overall and 4-1 in PCAA play
and tied with the Aztecs for
the league lead.
SJSU could be set
Should the Spartans knock
off San Diego, they would be
sitting in the driver’s seat. If
that happens, SJSU could
lose one of its remaining four
games and still claim the
championship.
Unless SJSU slumps, the
best SDSU or Long Bea -h
State could do is tie for :le
crown if SJSU wins at San

Winter Field high school
marks of 9.8 for the 100-yard
dash and 21.3 in the 220.
Hampton was expected to
replace Vince Bredell,
SJSU’s top sprinter last
season, who was a senior.

JV cagers

Cagers in San Diego
FIRST PLACE -But that was last year. Millard Hampton
won’t be breaking the tape for SJSU this season.

Ernie Bullard

Diego. But since Long Beach 55.9 per cent, in San Jose, but
is still on probation and SJSU still Vezie isn’t satisfied.
Vezie figures he may have
beat San Diego twice, the
Spartans would get the a formula to beat the
Spartans. "San Jose got
NCAA invitation.
Although it would seem some fine play from its frontthat the pressure is on the line people and we’ll have to
Aztecs tonight, Guevara remedy that to win. We held
the guards I Miller and
doesn’t think so..
"The pressure is on both of Barrett) pretty much in
us," said Guevara after check, but they are super
Saturday’s big win. "We’re players and I don’t know if
just tied with them, we’re not we can contain them twice.
Miller is just a super guard."
ahead."
Another Hogue honor
Good effort needed
Spartan forward Earl
Obviously the Spartans are
going to need a good effort to Hogue added another honor
beat SDSU in its home gym. to his collection this week.
"We’re going to have play He was named co-Northern
University
our best basketball of the California
season," noted Guevara. Division Player of the Week
sharing it with Marlon
"But our players really feel
’Redmond of USF I, to go
like we’re going to win."
Aztec coach Tim Vezie is along with being PCAA
well aware of the importance Player of the Week.
In PCAA slats released
of the game. "This is a very
big week for us again," he Wednesday. San Jose still
said. "We didn’t play real leads in team offense (78.4),
well in the loss in San Jose field goal percentage (51.4
and I think we’re capable of per cent) and free throw
percentage (70.1 per cent
playing much better."
San Diego State had its Miller continues to lead
best shooting day of the year, SJSU in scoring with 16.2 a

Ivan Guevara
game; Barrett is at 14.0.
The San Diego State game
will be broadcast over
KXRX (1500 AM) radio at
approximately 8:50. The
broadcast will immediately
follow the Golden State
Warrior game, and will be
tape delayed. KSJS is not
broadcasting the contest.

Despite the loss of Gary
Fair for the season due to
suspension,
the
JV
basketball squad edged the
Stanford
Cardinals
in
Spartan Gym 84-77 before a
crowd of 52 Tuesday afternoon.
Fair is sitting out the
remaining schedule because
he bumped an official in
Saturday’s contest with Cal.
Fair said the incident was
accidental.
"Everyone rose to the
occasion," enthused coach
Joe Jennum about the
Stanford win. "The response
is indicative of the kind of
guys they are."
Larry Bowles, who has
been seeing action on the
JV’s as a starter and as a
reserve on the varsity didn’t
play against Stanford,
because varsity coach Ivan
Guevara wanted him to
practice with his squad. The
varsity practice was held at
the same time as the JV
game.

Maddocks crashes homer,
but Spartans lose to Davis
By Steve Koppes
DAVIS-The beginning of
a long schedule for the San
Jose Spartan baseball squad
got underway on a somewhat
sour note Tuesday, with a 6-3
loss to the UC Davis Aggies.
Due to the poor weather
conditions the past couple of
weeks, the Spartans’ batting

practice was cut down and
the effects showed Tuesday,
as SJSU could muster only
five hits including a solo
home run blast off the bat of
third sacker Gary Mad docks.
The Spartans threw three
pitchers at the Aggies with
Steve Gorden -Forbes, who

’Masked Marvel’ stars
as SJSU cuts Cards
By Mike Garcia
SJSU’s 190-pound "Masked Marvel" wrestled Tuesday
night in Spartan Gym and the result was marvelous.
After the Spartans saw a 16-0 lead over Stanford dwindle to
18-17, a loss seemed imminent because of a season long
weakness in the upper weights.
But Joe Halbleib, playing with a face mask to protect his
broken nose, brought the crowd of 200 to its feet with a onepoint decision over his Cardinal opponent.
Halbleib’s win boosted the lead to 21-17, a subsequent
heavyweight loss made the final score 21-20.
SJSU’s strength was once again in the lower weights.
Rudy Guevar ( 118 pounds) and Eddie Ortiz (126) won close
decisions while Greg Hill f 134 I pinned his man with 2:13 left
in the second period.
Steve Dick (142) outscored his opponent, 12-2, in the third
period to turn a close match into a 20-7 rout. Dick was
awarded four points for dominating the match.
Mike Snipes ( 150 ) faced an NCAA All-American with 46
pins and became his 47th victim.
Pat Tillman 158) was also pinned although he was leading
11-4 seconds before the pin.
The closest match was the confrontation between Dean
Prescott (167) and Stanford’s Gary Lynn.
Prescott fell behind 4-10, rallied to 9-10 but with 40 seconds
left, met with stalling tactics that preserved a Cardinal win.
A draw by Mario Rodriguez 1177) set the stage for
Halbleib’s heroics,

vierit"111
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"Our recruiting was ba
on the assumption t
Hampton would remain a
frankly, we lost the
portunity
to
get
replacement," Bull;
stated.
While
Hamptor,
departure will hurt, the s.
could be filled by some 5.1
sprinting recruits.
Among them are 1
Watson, West Coast Rel
junior college champion
9.5 in the 100 from Con
Costa College; and Br’
Smiley, with a best of 21.r
thes m 1220e. 3 ,
from Long Be;
City College, took second
the 220 at last year’s state;
meet.
In addition, the Sparti’
return Ron Whitaker,
sprinter who was impres
as a freshman last year. i
had a best of 9.5 in the I

went the middle three innings, looking good. Jeff
Gingrich started and was
touched for three runs on
only one hit in the first inning. Gingrich’s lack of
control and mental errors in
the field aided the Davis run
production.
followed
Gorden-Forbes
Gingrich to the mound and
allowed only one run on a
single hit. "I wanted to
establish a pitching rhythm," Gorden -Forbes said.
"My main concern was to
gain control, throw to spots
and to get my fastball
moving."
Gorden -Forbes wasn’t too
dissatisfied with his performance. "I was happy with

Crown
Lite 2
by Luxo
The lamp that has it al
versatila arm movemer
4 way mounting
’all metal construction
7 contemporary color
reg. $22.50
Now $19.95
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my fastball movement," he
said. "But my slider was a
little flat. I’m not really that
worried, though. It wasn’t
bad for my first outing."

PRESENTS

BUDDY GUY
nd
JR. WELLS

Kirk Brown was the final
pitcher for the Spartans,
giving up two runs on three
hits in his two innings of
work.

THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 13

The Spartans were held
hitless until Maddocks’ blast
in the third inning. On the
very next pitch, first
baseman Dave Ius cracked
a single and the designated
hitter, Tom Henningson also
got a base hit. Both runners
were stranded on base as the
next three SJSU batters
were retired.
’,OW
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Plenty to Eat & Drink
$2.00 - must be 21
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AFRO HAIR GOODS
available now at

10th St. Pharmacy
Assortment of Shampoos, Hair Food, Hair & Scalp
Conditioner, Sprays, & Hair Relaxant including:

ULTRA SHEEN

Hair conditioner & Hair dress
oz.
jar
$1.25
2
8 oz. jar $3.35
Permanent Creme Relaxer $4.75 2 oz. jar
Hairfood 7 oz. jar $4.50 1.8 oz. jar $1.75
Tangle Free Shampoo Hormone Shampoo

ESIRG

Hair Food 4 oz. jar $2.00
Oil Sheen 7 oz. can $1.50

PRO-LINE

10TH ST. PHARMACY
10th & Sat* Clara 294-9131
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Aikido featured
in Studio Hour

LEGEND --Bob Dylan in his latest album "Blood on the Tracks" has taken lost love as
ems. Critics predict the album will suffer a "low impact."

Ilood’ album bares
lore of Dylan’s heart
By Donald Weber
re is little doubt that in
ast, Bob Dylan has
his heart and soul to
orld. With his most
album, "Blood on the
s," the legend called
has probably left that
and soul more wide
and exposed to public
than ever before.
reason is lost lovenot -so -easy part of
that is the theme of the
It’s clear that
i’s hurt is real. His
or loves and parrly his separation have
heir mark, as they
iiliarity midst regrets
at makes the album
rkable, and even
mental, is that in the
of his regrets and his
there is a brilliantly
veyed
gnawing
lardy that all hearts
identify with.
roughly personal lyrics
411 to succeed in a
Al sense, but Dylan
Oiled down that elusive
iination.
e music, furnished in
by Eric Weissberg and
vrance, is excellent and
n’s verse stands out
the acoustical format
I like it did in the old
guish, sly humor and a

one who has most clearly
taken the roiled sea and put
it in a glass."

true confusion of inevitable
emotions all somehow find a
harmony in Dylan’s poetry.
As always, FM radio has
picked up "hits" from the
album. Although "Tangled
"Lily,
Blue,"
Up in
Rosemary and the Jack of
Hearts" and "Shelter From
the Storm" are impressive
and wholly deserving works,
there is really no distinction
of quality or appeal between
these and the other songs on
the album.

Alvin Lee
to appear
in concert
Alvin Lee, Gentle Giant
and American Tears will
appear in concert at Winterland Feb. 14 and 15.
Lee, the notorious lead
guitar player for Ten Years
After, has formed a new
band which includes four
female vocalists from
"Hair."
Tickets are $5 in advance
and $6 at the door for each of
the 8 p.m. concerts.

Critics predict
Since "Blood on the
Tracks" was released on
Jan. 17, major critics have
been enthusiastic about the
poetry and music, but many
predict that the album will
suffer a "low impact."
The prediction follows
from the opinion that today’s
music audience is more
interested in diversion and
in
entertainment than
messages and emotional
content.
But the critics may have
under -estimated how
sharply Dylan strikes a
resounding universal chord.
Pete Hamill, who created
some brilliant messages of
his own in the album notes,
probably put it best: "...of
all our poets, Dylan is the

Disc Jockey
Classes forming now
evenings and Saturday,
Also FCC 1st class

Dave VVere School
of Broadcasting
1901 S Bascom, Campbell

377-6000

Ready For

rtist-poet

Spring?
ANTIFREEZE

.ush art
he art of Chinese brush
ing seeks to capture the
lest, most essential part
iy object."
is semester students
learn the intricate
niques involved in
ese calligraphy and
painting. A class will
iught from Feb. 20 to
1 by I -Chen Wu.
Twin brothers
I, a noted painter arid
says that calligraphy
painting are twin
hers in Chinese art,
graphy provides funental training for brush
ting by enabling one to
ter basic structures and
s of Chinese characters
simple strokes.
e class wil be held
rsday from 7 to 10 p.m.
will be worth two units of
II t. Registration is being
led at Extension Ser-s, in the Journalism
ding.
ttempt to familiarize
’rough his lectures and
ionstrations across the
and Canada, Wu has
unpted to familiarize
stern audiences with
kiese culture and art. He
!to the U.S. in 1966 from
,native province of Hupeh,
xia.
e diminutive Wu taught
ises at University of San
ncisco from 1971 to 1973.
classes include not only
nting instruction but
Chinese
of
ments
losophy and the history of
art.

SINCE 1936

TIRES
PARKING
BATTERIES
TUNE-UP
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
78 S. 4th -Close to SJSU Library

FREE ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT

EVERY THURSDAY

PLUS

SPAGHETTI FEED
ALL YOU CAN EAT

99’

DE1.1

corner of 3rd 1st) and San Salvador

WE HAVE BEER & WINE
294 2525

[

(one block from Duncan Hall)

New State Law Requires
All California
Drivers to be Insured
Effective January 1, 1975, the State Law makes it
compulsory to have automobile insurance. Any
person not so insured is subject to a stiff fine and
loss of his driver’s license

FOR SEVEN YEARS WE
HAVE BEEN INSURING
COLLEGE STUDENTS AT
SPECIAL LOWER RATES
For more information or a no -hassle quote
call or come by...

CAMPUS INSURANCE
289-8681

404 So. Third
(Upstairs at corner of 3rd and San Salvador)
/

arts

Studio Hour has been a
showcase for the department’s talent, " Parks said.
"The student directors and
actors presented themselves
before the entire department."
According to Parks, this
showcase
has
helped
directors avoid typecasting
students into a certain role.
Studio Hour now will have
events
of
a
variety
scheduled. In addition to the
body language workshop, a
radio and television program
and the annual oral interpretation contest will be
scheduled during the hour.
Added to the Thursday
hour, an off-Studio Hour will
offer performances of
student directed plays
Tuesday afternoon at 3:30
p.m.

MASSAGE
$5.00 OFF

You’ve never had a massage??!! Find out just how relaxing and soothing a
professional massage can be. With this ad, and during February only, our
Certified Massage Technicians are offering $5.00 off on any massage! Take
advantage of this and discover how naturally healthy a body massage really
is.

Male & Female

CONTEMPORARY MASSAGE SALON
3327 EL CAMINO
SANTA CLARA
welcome
Hours
24 1 4990

Remember for Nalentines

announcements
LEARN SELF41YPNOSIS. Help
yourself to: improved grades, im
improved
proved perception,
mernory, improved concentration. &
improved creativity. Licensed
Practitioner. 371.2992.
al
College age cl
Eutrazia School of Ballet. Essential
"technique" for beginning and in
termetliate students. Small classes.
attention.
Beverly
individual
Eufrazia Grant. Director. 241.1300
The Christian Science Organization
one to its
would like to invite
Thursday evening meetings at 7:30
p m in the Student chapel (Merited
between the men’s and yeomen’s
gyms).
NATURE DESIGNS FOR US
Wedding invitations and accessories
with a creative new look are
available in hundreds of sizes. styles
and colors. Traditional creamy
white, flOwery pastels, bordered or
plain. Town and County Duplicating
carries a wide selection of quality
wedding invitations. Deal direct for
decided savings! Special offer let’
SJSU students Present this ad and
receive a special discount on any
order
Town and County Duplicating
103215. SunnyvaleSeratege Rd.
Cupertino, CA. 233.1131.
ART CLASS.WORKSHOP: Sculpture.
bronze casting. Learn Fundamental
and
mold -making
Casting
techniques in local working artist’s
studio. Evening sessions Tues..
Thurs. 6.10 P.M. for 3 weeks. Feb 25
to Mar 13. Fee-35.00. Limited
enrollment. Deadline Feb. 11. Call
5791909 or 259.4901 for further in
formation.
ORGANIC FOOD CONSPIRACY.
Food Stamps accepted If interested
Call 295-7454.
kinds
Sandwiches-ell
00000
HERO’S. We accept Food Stamps
1240. San Salvador btsvn 3rd and 4th
Sts.
Is there little child still in you? Then
A Phi 0 brings to you DUMB THE
FLYING ELEPHANT this Friday,
Feb 14 Only 50 cents Two shows: 7
& 10 pm Morris Dailey AUCI. Olds
several Road Runner cartoons. Set
you there!
From
Evolution:
Woman’s
matriarchal clan to patriarchal
family Evelyn Reed Weds Feb 19,
Urnunhuin Om Student Union

automotive
Journeyman Mechanic will save you S
on auto repairs. Major repairs on
Foreign cars. Minor only On
American cars. Ex. VW tune.up 525
total, all work guaranteed. STEVE
GEDDES 347-31164.
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
Good Student Discount. Hassle Free
Quote. Excel. Retell. JIM BRYANT
249.8100.

entertainment
Is there a little child still in yogi Then
A Phi 0 brings to you DUMB THE
FLYING ELEPHANT this Friday,
Feb 14. Only 50 cents. Two shows: 7
& 10 pm Morris Dailey Aixf, plus
several Road Runner cartoons. See
you there!

for sale
large variety
Flocked Velvet
12 SO each New summer king site
tapestries SS SO Incense park of 25
Or Sc cents Large variety of pat
imported
the* Iron trnsters
walking canes from India Pipes and
paraphanalias Strobe lights Large
variety of black itghts, one block
from the college. 80 E. San Fernando
St.

Sewing machine, attachments $20.198
Twinged, spring a hp inW, A Prang*
Call Susan at 2874475 after 3:00.

I his

now selling flowers
555 S. Bascom/9th arid Williams
998 86 1 0
294-3312
Open everyday !rum I II till

ct*.

CALCULATOR POCKET
’7$
NEVER USED! I Digits, Auto per
cent. Constants. Big Display, More!
Orig. Box, Full Yr. Guar. & Xtra
Batteries, 520. See to Appreciate
269.3939.

STUDIO & 1 BR. APTS. 110 IL 130.
1/2BLK FROM CAMPUS. 27S.6333
LEAVE MESSAGE.

se Rings IL Leads and Silver
Bracelets For Sale at 408 East
William Street. 99191282.

LARGE ONESEDROOM APT. 11/2
blks. from campus. CLEAN &
QUIET OWN CAR PORT LAUN.
DRY rms. S139.00 month CALL 7957513

lost and found

help wanted
"JOBS IN ALASKA" handbook -how
to work and live in Alaska Latest
pipeline information. $3.00 KIA,
Box 7. Norwich Vt. 05055.
iv, for molar
College
insurance company. Exciting new
insurance plan for seniors and
graduate students Income can go as
high as 5200 per week for 20 hours
per week of time. Call Mr. Anderson
or Jackson 167-2700.
ParttiMe people to teach free en
terpriSe to potential entrepreneurs.
Call Marsal Assoc., ph 257 1305.8.12
noon, and 6.7:30 P.M. No exp. nec.
SEA GULL is looking for BASS
PLAYER
and
KEYBOARD
PLAYER to work on originals. We
are influenced by Chick Corea.
Weather Report, Stanley Clark, Yes,
ELP. Call Tim or Bob W94056.
Wanted: Handyman iltetheni) at Per
hOur Must be adept at most
plumbing repairs. Call DOrt 295.7438.
$O to 095 PER WK-PART TIME
Unlimited earning potential in
addressing envelopes at home.
Companies pay top money for that
"personal" Much. For further information regarding opportunities
With these companies. send 57 to
PhOenix Advertising, P.O. Box
11707, Atlanta Ga. 30305.

Found: Silver bracelet with turquoise
Feb 2 at DMH Identity and pay ad
Call eves. 663 2271

personals
Single Adults, Enrich your life by
attending coffee, fellowship I Bible
study, 0:45-1015 am, Sundays, Bit
0 Sweden Restaurant (benind Sears,
San Carlos & Meridian) Provision
for children.
MEN-WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS!
No experience required. Excellent
pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send 53.00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept. Cl
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.
Professional writer seeking interviews
with racially Mixed married
couples. For sensitive portrayal of
Interracial marriage. 961 3323,
extension 324. 8.4 p.m.
Happy Valentine’s Day fo Our
Favorite Valentine, Stew Buffer.
Love Jeanne, Nan, Hells.
Will someone please fell Barbara
Clemens that I love her very MuChbob

SSINGER
GUITAR P
NEEDED
FOR "OUT TO LUNCH DELI"
CALL GENE 294 2525

am=
BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality Wedding Photography
anywhere in the San Francisco Bay
Area. One low price of $U includes
the
full
service
of
a
PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER. 60 color prints
of your choice, a gold and white
"Our Wedding" album, a complete
set of color slides. and BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES. There is
no extra charge tor photography
anywhere in Northern California.
and no time limits. Additional
retouched textured color prints may
be purchased at any time, with 5 x
at $1.00 each. and In 10’s at 52.00
each. All work is guaranteed to your
satisfaction Make an appointment
to see our samples -then decide.
Open every evening until 10 P.M.
For FREE BRIDAL PACKET call
257 3161.
Professional Typist, fast, accurate,
dependable. Mrs. Alice Emmerich
249.2864.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY, Gentle,
All Natural Color, photography for
your wedding You keep all phOtOS
taken plus the original negatives and
a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work. Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 291
2601sEvenings_
Unwanted
Hair
removed
professionally by a Registered
Nurse Electrologist, Ph. 245.1440. 1.1
P.M. 2166 Lincoln Ave.

Find It, Say It

FREE CALENDARS TO STUDENTS
Self.seryice dry cleaned sweaters,
pants, blouses, most dresses 35
Kelly & Louise’s
cents EACH
Cleaners 555 E Santa Clara at 12th.
Neah’s Ark Pre-Scheel 730 So. Second
Si., San Jose, phone 275.0461 Rates:
Full time- 090 per month: Part
time-53 pee .2 day or $5 per full
day Qualified staff. Friendly at.
rnosphere
Experienced Thesis Typis-Master’s
Reports-Dissertations. Marianne
Ave
Tamberg - 137
Escobar
Telephone: 356-4248, Los Gatos
WRITING AND RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE.
TYPING, EDITING
CALL 14146h.
VW REPAIR: Tune.up S20. That’s a
total tunes* Low prices, all work
Sheens. BIKE REPAIR 910 and that
bike will be like new Save gas,
money. Call Carl at 269.2409.
COUPLES WORKSHOP THIS WKNO,
FEB. IS L 16. FREE TO
STUDENTS, STAFF & PARTNERS.
ADM1N
201 or 277 2262 for
RESERV
OVERSEAS
JOBS -Australia,
America, Africa,
Europe, 5
Students all professions and occupations $700 to S3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sight,
seeing Free information. TRAN
SWORLO RESEARCH CO. Dept.
At, PD Box 603, Corte Madera, CA
94925.

travel

LOW COST TRAVEL
Europe, Orient & South America
TRAVEL CENTER
2415 Durant Avenue
Berkeley, Ca 94704
(4151 548 7000

Spartan Daily

Female roommate wanted, own room
& bath in 3 br. house in Willow Glen
$100 mo. +sofa, last no rent &
deposit. Call 267-7590.
Cottage for Rent: South 7th St.. 2 sm.
barms. USU. paid. Tel. 292.9719
evens. Or 294.0179.

Classified Ad!

Furnished 1 Ildrin. apt. Clean, quiet,
Comfortable. Water a garbage pry,
tenant parking $135 wo., 633 So 0th
St Call 292 4059, 200-7414

Rates
Two
days

Three Four
days days

Finn
days

Each
addi
lions!
day

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.35
.35
.35
.35

Each additional line add:
.50
.50
.50

.50

.50

$1.50
2.00
250
3.00

PARIS...AMSTERDAM
MADRID.. .LONDON
STUDENT I.D. CARDS
SHIPS...RAM PASSES. .LOW
COST TRANS ATLANTIC
FLIGHTS...YOUTH HOSTEL
CARDS. FREE TRAVEL IN.
FOR. INTER -EUROPEAN FLIGHT
BOOKINGS...WORK
ABROAD...CONTACT
MICHAEL
OR ROf AT STUDENT SERVICE
WEST, 23$ E Santa Clara. No 710,
SAN JOSE CA 95113 (4041) 207 0301,
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
THURSDAY BETWEEN earyi -12
noon.

EUROPE -I
-AFRICAORIENT Student flights year revert
Contact. ISCA 11687 San Vincente
Blvd. number 4 L.S. Calif 90049
TEL: (2131 026-5669. 11240955.

MALE ROOMMATE WANTED:
House nr. Eastridge & 280 Own
room. Fury, color T.V., fireplace,
5100 mo L tail 2303514 Keith.

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
Sines

NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
Term
Papers SERVICE
manuscripts -letters 75 cents a
Page. Kitty Carter 262-1923,

with a

Mother 011o05-10 locatlats-19.50
20.50 wk. share, 27.30 & 2810 wk
single-discount or monthly rates.
122 N. Ilth St, Pho, 793.7371.

One
day

Your paper read, edited Inc modest
fee. Experienced and thorough.
Tutorial approach. Expert typing,
short notice. Joe 371-4497,

Dream Inter AAAAAA ion W
Sundays Feb. 16 1 23, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. For reservations call 9984798
or 984 5790.

San Jose Residence Club Co-td
Beautiful building, great location,
private parking, linen I maid
service, color T.V. Ping pang, kit
cnen facilities, inside courtyard,
grand piano, free coffee. 21.50 week
share: 79.50-84.50 Mo. share,
109.50-up single. 202 So. 111h Si
Pho. 293-7374.

(-Classified

TYPING
SHORT
NOTICE
REASONABLE My home -2671119.

Wholesale Waterbeds.f ran one of
largest frame mthr. Call 245 5709
eves. aft. $

SPACE FOR STUDIO OR WORK
SHOP FROM S95 423-8331
SANTA CRUZ A-1 LOCATION
understanding tamale sought to share
apt. with sensitive young man
W.C.P and voice defect. Call 290
5:00 P.m,
2308

Getting Married? Discount Flowers
does everything a florist does at’,
the price with twice the qual,ty.
WHY PAY MORE, 12 years Of
satiSfied customers Phone 996 1252
for free estimate.

3

Buy It, Sell It,

housing

TURQUOISE
HANDCRAFTED
JEWELRY with genuine stone and
Rings
sterling silver setting
and bracelets
at
necklaces
REASONABLE prices. Contact
Denny 990,3084 or Arnie 99$ 9570
TAN ISM ELECTRIC TY PIEW
MITER. ELITE TYPE. Geed cOn.
ditiOn. 11125 377.9141

Mon Sat
10 dui 11 pm

Owinigrzoraw

classified

license course

SILVA

II teach

An Aikido demonstration
is the latest special event
offered by the Theater Arts
department Studio Hour,
today at 3:30 p.m.
Aikido is a martial art and
will be performed by Harvey
Moskowitz, Aikido workshop
instructor at SJSU, and Paul
Linden, an instructor at West
Valley College.
Potpourri offered
Every Thursday, the
Theater Arts department
offers the university community a potpourri of special
programs.
Ranging from a body
language workshop and
improvisation
theater
to
student
techniques
directed plays, the Studio
Hour has undergone a
change from its original
to
concept,
according
Richard Parks, assistant
professor and member of the
Studio Hour committee.
has
committee
The
members from all sections of
the department and it
schedules the programs. The
members of the committee
are: Richard Parks; Dr.
Paul Davee, professor:
Patricia Bower, chairand
assistant
woman
professor; and Joy Stinson,
student in the department.
Department showcase
"For the last 10 years,

Spartan Daily

Ss" the world and earn units at the
same time this summer through
travel study programs from the
SJSU summer session office. More
than 36 individual programs are
available in such locations as
Europe. South America, the South
Pacific and the Orient For in
formation call (4081 277 21070, y, it
he office in Jc136B

Print Your Ad Hare:
(Count approx 37 letters and spaces for each linel

Print name

Minimum Three Linea One Day
Semester rate all issues, $25.00
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BART halted by

Hustling: it’s an art, a game,
a way of life and a few beers
By Gay Gasser
You can’t tell just by
looking at him. Like many of
you I think of Minnesota Fats
as a legendary figure
shadowed in myth. But the
shady shot-making pool hall
hustler does indeed live. You
can find him in the games
area of the SJSU Student
Union.
Eric Harada is his name
and pool is definitely his
game. To watch him you
might think he had a patent
on it. It takes him a second or
two to line up a shot and
then, smooth as the felt on
the tabletop, the ball slips
into the pocket. Few have
seen him miss.
Eric has been playing pool
on and off for about seven
years. For the past two or
three years he has played
every day, and he estimates
he plays 20 hours a week.
Last year he won the games
area championship and the
right to compete in the
regionals at UC Davis this
weekend.
moo hustling
importantly,
More
perhaps, he has won about
$8,000 playing pool. It’s
known as "hustling," and
Eric is pretty good at it. He
described his technique.
"I go into a place and I
watch the guy play for a
his
watch
I
while.
maneuvers, the way he
stands, the position of the
cue ball after he shoots. I can
tell whether he is just a
beginner or an intermediate.

I let hun win a few, buy hint
a few beers and get him
talking. From his watch and
jewelry I can tell how much
money he is likely to
have. ..then we start betting
for money and I let him think
I am pretty poor, and his
confidence goes up because
of his winnings. The stakes
get higher and I start coming
out on top. Three or four
guys like that in one night
and I have 3 or $400."
Natural ability
billiards
Professional
instructor Hal Mix has
watched Eric play often and
has encouraged him to polish
his considerable skill.
"Eric has great natural
ability," Mix said. "He
knows a lot about the game.
He’s what I would call ’pool
smart.’ The only thing
keeping him from being as
good as anyone in the world
is that he lacks discipline. He
knows there are more important things in the world
than pool, so he’s not what I
would call a pool nut. But if
he were pursuing this end he
has the ability to be as good
as anyone."
Other interests
Though Eric jokingly said,
"It seems like I’ve been
playing pool all my life," he
actually started with other
competitive pursuits. He
earned a second-degree
brown belt in judo at age 13,
played a little baseball,
competed on his high school
gymnastics team (and was
offered a scholarship to

Sacramento State), and then
got into tennis.
He is a registered tennis
professional now, .(aving
taught classes and slaving
several
offered
been
scholarships to various
schools. He says he has
owned about 45 tennis
racquets over the past eight
years, and he recommends
wooden ones ("for better
control").
Collections
Tennis racquets aren’t the
only items he has "collected." He has a comprehensive coin collection,
but, more uniquely, he also
owns eight watches (two of
which are Rolexes), four
pool cues (down from the
original 10), seven bowling
balls, and 17 pairs of tennis
shoes. He doesn’t consider
himself a "collector;" he
simply explains it with "I
like quality and I like owning
high-quality things."
Another of Eric’s "totally
is
sports
self-taught"
bowling, which he took up
seriously about two years
ago. He ended up on the
bowling
team,
SJSU
averaging around 190. He
later quit the team "for
personal reasons," but he
still bowls. His consistency
has diminished but he is
recently averaging 232 and
thinks he is "finally getting it
back."
Concentrating on pool
Favoring all "individual
sports involving eye-hand
coordination," he says he

has singled pool out because
it seems to be the one at
which he "has the most
natural ability."
He is a third-semester
senior and has decided that
after he graduates he is
going to spend one solid year
concentrating only on pool.
That means no more pinball
or table tennis, in which he
also dabbles.
Eric was born in L.A., an
only child. His parents run a
grocery liquor store there,
but his "father’s father
owned a pool hall" so the
skill is in the blood
somewhere.
They
are
unenthusiastic about his
athletic endeavors "because
they are work-oriented and it
is contrary to what they do."
He drives a new Fiat X1-9,
and he drives it fast. In 1971
he took the Bob Bondurant
School of Safe Driving
Lessons. He has owned five
different cars, the finest of
which was a BMW 2002.
When he’s not playing pool
or tennis or pinball or
bowling or table tennis, he
likes to eat out. High-quality,
of course. And often highpriced. He loves exotic, spicy
food and he gulps coffee all
day. His doctor has warned
him that he has the beginnings of an ulcer and has to
be careful. Eric remains
unconvinced.
Willie Mosconi, the world’s
best billiards player, is his
idol. His tennis model is the
immortal Ken Rosewall,
after whom Eric says he

bomb threat

John Rosenfield

HUSTLEREric Harada plays pool for fun and profit. He
claims he has earned more plan $8,000 with his skills so far.
patterns his play. He
recommends Tad pool cues
and endorses Roto-star
bowling balls.
Man of the world
At 22, he is, in his own way,
a man of the world. He has
tried many things and has
had a good degree of success. He is very good, and he
knows it. Despite his jumping from one game to
another, he claims the secret
is "don’t do anything halfway. Devote yourself to it if

you really want to be good."
He is soft-spoken, selfassured, and unassuming.
Looking at him, one could
believe that he was the sort
who had never been good at
anything. Recently he was
invited to play in the Invitational Three-Cushion
Billiards tournament. He has
never played three-cushion.
But he’s reading up on it.
When the time comes, he’ll
be ready.

SAN FRANCISCO ( AP )
Police yesterday were investigating a series of bomb
threats including one that
shut down the Bay Area
Rapid Transit (BART)
system, and a bank shooting
in which the gunmen
scrawled, "SLA Is Back."
The
bomb
threats
against BART’s 16th and
Mission Street station and
Mayor Joseph Alioto’s
homeoccurred 39 minutes
apart Tuesday evening, but
no bombs were found.
One man, whom police
said had a history of making
nuisance calls, was arrested
in connection with the Alioto
threat.
The
BART
threat,
received by a San Francisco
television station, forced the
system between Daly City
and downtown San Francisco to close down for more
than an hour while police
evacuated and searched the
16th and Mission Street
station.
The entire $1.6 billion, 71 mile system was briefly shut
down after the call.
"We were just past our
peak in the evening rush
crowd," said Bob Kraehe,
BART spokesman. "A half
hour earlier and we would

Housing officer anticipates

rent increase in Santa Clara
By Doug Ernst
A lack of single-family
housing in Santa Clara
County will raise rent costs
by creating a higher demand
in the rental market, according to Evelyn Robinson,
SJSU housing office coordinator.
"In Santa Clara County,"
said Robinson, "there’s not
enough housing. Because
less single-family housing is
being built, the housing that
is being built is at a high
cost."
"People are going to be
pushed into rental markets,"
Robinson said, "and because
demand is greater, landlords
will be able to raise the
rent."
Robinson provides tenantlandlord counselling for any
student wishing assistance
and often acts as a referral
service for students in need
of additional assistance.
The SJSU campus community is already facing a
housing shortage, and, according to Robinson, will feel
the impact of a greater
rental demand.
"The supply of housing has
diminished in the campus
community," Robinson said,
referring to a 20-block area
which stretches from Fourth
to 17th Streets and from
Keyes to Santa Clara
Streets.
"The board and care
homes were once rented out
to students," Robinson said,
but added that she "can’t
prove" that the homes are a
factor in the diminishing
housing supply.
Robinson said the term,
"board and care homes,"

includes halfway houses for
persons with drug-related
problems, the job corps, and
residential care homes.
Robinson estimated that
more than 2,000 persons
occupy the board and care
homes throughout
the
campus community.
To help students find
housing, an off-campus
housing program has been
established.
A listing service is
available, in which, housing
possibilities are posted at the
housing office, located at 319
S. Fifth St.
Asked what rights the
landlord may have concerning
rent
raises,
Robinson said, "The landlord has the right to raise
the rent anytime.
"Rents are going up
gradually," Robinson said.
"The quality of life can
definitely be affected if
housing costs 60 per cent of
your income," she added.
Robinson writes to land-

"some have ilo plan to
detoxify," Boyona said.
Boyona cited the age and
level of education as factors
that aid rehabilitation. The
young are encouraged to go
to school and
the older
persons are aided in
vocational training.
Some of the clinic’s
patients are also going to
WestValley College and San
Jose City College. They are
averaging a GPA of 3.0.
Changing the environment
is important, Boyona said.
"A lot of the patients are
creative."
Some
have
established a theatre group
and others are trying to get
together a jazz band.
The biggest problem in
program’s
getting the
patients in school is financial
aid, said Boyona. "They
badly need aid before going
to school."
Boyona said once they are

If approved on March 4,
the increase will be used
soley to maintain existing
programs, they said.
The district, with a current
deficit of $3.2 million has
belt started
already
tightening procedures.
Board members have
already cut more than
$500,000 from the budget for
this school year and plat)
other cuts next year
regardless of the outcome of
the election.
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in school it is not as difficult
to get aid.

where over 25,000
students will see it

Another problem is that
long range programs are
hard to sell to the patients.
"Drug users get immediate
gratification from drugs,"
Boyona said, "but school
does not pay off except in the
long run."
There are basically two
groups of persons who turn
to drugs, said Boyona. There
is the "leader types’ who are
turned off by the system and
followers who are talked
into using drugs."
Heroin addicts come to the
clinics because they want to
get off heroin, they do not
have the money to purchase
drugs or because drugs are
not available. The police
department is one of the best
sources of recruits foi the
program, said Boyona.
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Boyona explained that
rehabilitation is a long-range
goal and will not be reached
in six months or even one
year.
The concept of drug-free
rehabilitation began 18
months ago. Before, said
Boyona, "a heroin addict’s
addiction to heroin was
treated by addiction to
methadone."
Methadone is an addictive
drug used to transfer addiction from heroin.
"Methadone takes the
pressure off the addict’s
life," he said. They do not
have to lie or steal to get
money or drugs."
Methadone is taken with
Kool Aid. The patient
determines the level of dose.
Boyona said they are encouraged but not rushed into
reducing the dosage.
The majority have lowered
lords in cases ot tenant the dosage of methadone but,
complaints, but admits her
authority is limited.
"We have absolutely no
power at all except for
writing and calling," she
said.
If a tenant needs a lawyer,
Robinson refers the student
to Community Legal SerTaxpayers will gain a six
vices, a county organization. per
cent decrease in the
"I have a good feeling
property tax rage if the San
about them," said Robinson.
Jose Unified School District
"It’s a needed service if
(SJUSD) tax election fails,
you don’t have any money to but
educational programs in
pay an attorney. We want
the district will be mutilated,
students to know this is
according to officials.
available," she said.
Robinson counselled more
Faced with a deficit
than 300 students last year budget, inflationary costs,
concerning
housing and a decreased tax base,
problems.
SJUSD trustees say they
"The general trend seems were forced to ask voters for
to be neglect on the part of a tax boost.
the landlord," said Robinson.
Robinson said, through
court decisions, tenants have
obtained more rights than in
concerning
past
the
landlord-related problems.

Proof of a prior history of
two years heroin addiction is
needed before anyone is
accepted in the program,
according to Boyona.
The period of addiction is
substantiated by checking
with police or doctors who
can tell how long a person
has been on heroin.
The goals of the program
stated Boyona, "is the total
rehabilitation of ex-heroin
addicts." The client is
considered rehabilitated
when he or she is off all
drugs including methadone.
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Methadone aid relieves addicts’ life pressures
program, said Hugo Boyona,
vocational service
senior
counselor at the 10th Street
clinic. There were 500 people
a year ago.
"The majority have
returned to drugs," he said.
Others have left town and
some of the 135 who left the
program have gone to jail.
Boyona said the average
patient is 29 years old and
has 11.3 years of education.
Female clients account for
one fourth of the patients. He
said 50 per cent are white
and 42 per cent are Chicano.
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Seven patients seek way back through college

By Mike Dean
Former heroin addicts
now on a methadone
treatment program are
going to college at SJSU.
Three of the four treatment clinics in Santa Clara
seven
County counted
patients as SJSU students.
The methadone treatment
program is funded by the
National Institute of Drug
level and administered by
the county’s Mental Health
Department.
There are 365 people in
Santa Clara County in the
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lithe measure fails, the
have to
will
district
eliminate an additional $3.4
million in programs and
services.
Trustees have already
approved, budget slashes if
the voters turn down the
request.
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